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There is Gas under the Tundra
2016-2018

There is Gas under the Tundra is long term project of massive scale. During three polar winters
Charles Xelot explored the Arctic industry of gas production in the Yamal Peninsula, Russia. This
photographic series illustrate the humanity’s appetite for energy and the realities of its gargantuan
production. The naked tundra, which was once traversed by herds of reindeer and their herders, the
Nenets, is now filled with pipes and flares. Tankers and ice-breakers navigate along the coast
illuminating the night.

We see a bizarre world of ice and metal, a world that sometimes resembles something alien. Endless
tundra acts as a theatrical stage for a fantastic play that tells about the modern civilization. Views
inside enormous, futuristic factories are juxtaposed with stark images of unforgiving polar landscapes
and portraits of the reindeer herders, known as the Nenets. In this environment even light itself seems
to take a new quality.

From the language of the Nenets, the word Yamal is translated as « the end of the earth ». Indeed,
this works shows what may be the last frontier to explore, the last land to exploit.

In Yamal, all excesses appear more clearly than anywhere else. Here, side by side, all the boundaries
coexist together - between space and time, between land and ice, between the Neolithic man and
his present tribesman. These photos, in the end, put before everyone the main question: « Where is
the limit to the human civilization? »

Valves, 2016

Editions
40x55 cm edition of 7 + 2 APs
70x90 cm or 90x120 cm edition of 7 + 2 APs
120x160 cm or 160x200 cm edition of 4 + 2 APs



Reindeer Race, 2016 Nenets Family, 2016
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Merzlotnik, 2016 LNG Carrier, 2016
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White sea, 2017 Containers at night, 2018
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50 Years of the Victory, 2017 Spot, 2017
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The Nap, 2017 Vaygach, 2017
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White sea, 2017 Canal, 2017
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Flare, 2016 Gregory and the Factory, 2018
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Chum and Tankers, 2018 Drilling Tower, 2016
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Containers, 2016 Structure #1, 2018
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Blur, winter #2, 2012
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Forest
2010-2015

"Forest" is the second series of Charles Xelot's
photographs. It highlights the forests of
Northern Europe and Russia. It seems to
represent the primary environment, the true
nature. Charles Xelot defines himself as a
space photographer, he likes large, empty and
silent spaces, cold and white. He felt at ease
among these landscapes. This series was
started in 2010 following an impulse. During
the shooting, when he frames the image,
Charles Xelot tries to have an interesting angle
from an intellectual point of view. But his
photographs are also pretences: some forests
are very well maintained but do not appear so,
while others are natural but seem artificial. A
forest in which no human figure can be seen
but whose presence is implied. We find a
pictorial research in his work, his compositions
are classical, straight and orderly. This
geometry attracts the viewer's eye. From the
verticality of the forest stands out a depth
highlighted by the light that gives the viewer
the feeling of being in the forest. Charles
Xelot does not seek to highlight his subject;
these photographs have no subject, no
element stands out; but to show the essence of

the forest. These images call for freedom and
contemplation. From these photographs
emanate calm, gentleness but also violence.
The trunks of the trees draw a verticality, a
violent architecture in the middle of nature.
These photographs are symbolic. The forest is
man's place of appropriation through the
legends he attributes to it and through its
exploitation and destruction. Indeed, forests
have been a great symbol of Northern
European legends for centuries. The
mythological aspect brought by the legends
confers a sacredness, a timelessness which are
allied to the simplicity of the elemental of
nature, and the choice of Charles Xelot not to
create any stylistic effect but simply to deliver
the landscape. These photographs are a
meeting point between time and space. The
forest changes with the seasons and natural
disasters. But Charles Xelot's photographs
show that despite the traumas it undergoes,
the forest remains the subject of meditations
and poetic dreams and dazzles.

Aliénor Roussel

Editions
95x120 cm edition of 7 + 2 APs
125x160 cm edition of 4 + 2 APs
152x200 cm edition of 4 + 2 APs



Blur, Autumn, 2012 Blur, Summer, 2011
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Birches, Winter #1, 2013 Birches, Winter #1, 2013
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Pines, Winter #2, 2012 Pines, Winter #7, 2013
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Edge #1, 2013 Edge #2, 2013
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Pines, Summer #1, 2012 Pines, Summer #6, 2012
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Against the light #2, 2014 Fontainebleau #1, 2018
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Summits, 2015 Tykkylumi #3, 2015
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Tykkylumi #1, 2015 Tykkylumi #5, 2015
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Red Fall, 2015 Trunks #5, 2015
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Pines, Winter #8, 2016 Pines, Winter #10, 2016
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Jungle #1, 2018 Jungle #2, 2018
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Frozen Sea
2010-2017

Frozen sea, 2010
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Editions
95x120 cm edition of 7 + 2 APs
125x160 cm edition of 4 + 2 APs
152x200 cm edition of 4 + 2 APs



Broken sea, 2010 Frozen River, 2015
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Ice #1, 2012 Ice #2, 2012
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Kara sea #3, 2017 Debacle, 2015
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Kara sea #5, 2017 Kara sea #4, 2017
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Accumulation, 2015



Skete, Valaam Monastery, 2012
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The Holy Abodes of the Russian
2011-2013

"With the fall of the USSR, Orthodoxy in
Russia experienced a real revival. Despite 70
years of anti-religious policies, the church
quickly regained the influence and importance
it has historically had in Russian culture.

Monasteries are at the heart of Russian
Orthodoxy: monks who enter them renounce
the world to devote themselves solely to their
faith. They are therefore the spiritual centre of
Russia. They are also the administrative centre
of the church: only the monastery allows one
to climb the hierarchical ladder.

Monasteries have directly benefited from the
revival of religion in Russia. For example the
monastery of Valaam in Karelia, which was
completely abandoned 25 years ago, it is now
completely renovated and extended. It houses
about 160 monks and novices. There are many
similar examples. This movement has also had
influences from outside Russian soil, as many
monasteries in Israel, Greece and Ukraine are
under the aegis of the Moscow Patriarchate.

For two years Charles Xelot photographed 21
Russian monasteries. He focused his work on
the spirituality and timelessness of these
places. He wanted to leave aside the everyday
and "normal" life to explore this elsewhere to
which monks dedicate their lives. For the
monks who live in the monasteries as well as
the pilgrims who go there, these places are
"out of the world", the temporal actuality of
society does not interest them. Out of the
world and therefore out of time, these places
fascinate by their beauty and strength.

But it is precisely the splendour of these places
that, almost in spite of themselves, brings
them back to the present day. These
renovations are an illustration of the radical
change experienced by Russian society over
the last 25 years. The strength and speed with
which a banned religion has regained its - pre-
revolutionary - importance raises questions
about the notion of popular culture and the
influence that politics has on it.



Yuriev Monastery, 2012 Ieromonk, Pskov Monastery, 2011
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Solovki, 2011
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Pilgrims, Valaam Monastery, 2012
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St Sergius Lavra, 2011 St Sergius Lavra, 2011
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Cathedral of the Diveevo Monastery, 2012 Alexander Svirsky Monastery, 2012
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b. 1985
based in Moscow

www.charlesxelot.com

Personal exhibition
• 2019 UNSEEN art fair, Gallery Sitdown,

Amsterdam
• 2019 MMOMA, Moscow Museum of

Modern Art
• 2015-16 « Tykkylumi », l’Atelier 55,

Megève
• 2015 « The Holy Abodes of the Russian

Soul », Winzavod art center, Moscow
• 2015 ‘’Tykkylumi’’, la cite Radieuse le

Corbusier, Marseille
• 2014 «Etats de mer», 6 j’avais su,

Marseille
• 2013 «Forets russes» Gallery Cimaise,

Geneva
• 2013 «Oil Terminal» Gallery Cimaise,

Geneva
• 2011 “Forest”, Gallery Le Village, Geneva

Collective Exhibition (Selection)
• 2019 Bourse du Talent, National French

Library (BNF François Mitterrand)
• 2019 ZOOM, salon de la photo, Paris
• 2019 Photaumnales festival, Beauvais,

France
• 2019 PPP, Phnom Penh Photo festival,

Cambodia
• 2019 DIPE photo festival, Dali, China
• 2019 Censored exhibition, Copenhagen

Month of Photography
• 2018 Discovery Award, Encontros da

Imagem, Braga Portugal
• 2018 Summer selection, Vision Gallery

Jerusalem
• 2018 Projection at Voix Off Festival, Arles
• 2018 Space for photography gallery,

Arles

• 2018 Projection at MOPLA, LA
• 2018 Arte Laguna, Venezia
• 2017 ISRAEL Photo festival, Tel Aviv
• 2017 « Monastery » Tverska Boulevard,

Moscow
• 2017 « Arctic » Gallery of the Atelier 55,

Megeva
• 2016 « Arctic » Kremlin concert hall
• 2014 Selection de photographies,

L’Atelier 55, Megeve
• 2013 Photographical installation,

Orangerie de Vandoeuvres, Swiss
• 2012 Museum of the Borusan art

collection, Istanbul
• 2010 “Gallargues-le-Montueux”, Gallery

Cimaise, Geneva Swiss

Publications (Selection)
• Newsweek China, September 2019
• Icon Magazine, Italy, September 2019
• Wired America and Japan,Website, March

2019
• National Geographic America, website,

March 2019
• Greenpeace magazine, February 2019
• British Journal of photography, January

2019
• FotoMAgazin XXL, September 2018
• Catalogue Arte Laguna Venezia 2018
• Russian monasteries, Le figaro magazine,

28/11/2014, texte by JC Buisson
• Catalogue of the Borusan collection,

2013. Text by Lindsay Ganter.

Awards
• 2019 Winner Bourse du talent

« Landscape and Architecture »
• 2019 Runner-up Fond Regnier award
• 2019 Winner Zoom award of photography
• 2018 AFAR photography award

• 2018 Best Emerging Photographer by
Lensculture

• 2018 Discovery award shortlist, Encontros
da Imagen

• 2018 Winner editorial photography, TIFA
• 2017 shortlisted, Meitar Award, Tel Aviv
• 2017 Winner category environment

editorial, IPA
• 2017 Winner editorial photography, MIFA
• 2014 Prix de la nuit du livre catégorie

beaux-art

Books
•« Sabetta », January 2019. Limited edition
art book about the construction of the LNG
factory in Sabetta, Yamal. Massive scale
project exploring all the aspect of this
industrial project.
•« Resurrection », October 2017 at the
« éditions du Cerf, Paris ». Photo book about
the resurrection of the Russian Orthodox
Church.
•« Forest » September 2017 at the Editions
Phinera. Art book showcasing the « forest »
work.
•«Valaam», 2016, photographs, conception
and edition of a luxurious large format
book, limited edition of 200.
•«The Holy Abode of the Russian soul», 120
photographs of 21 Russian monasteries in a
luxurious and limited edition. Published by
the Neva fund in November 2014. The book
won the price in the category ‘’Beaux-livres’’
at ‘’la nuit du livre 2015’’ in Paris.
•Ust-Luga, June 2010, Book on the
construction of the biggest oil terminal of
Europe, in Russia. This fine art book
including a great design work.

Charles Xelot is an award-winning photographer specialized in Russia. Exploring the limit
between art and documentary, he devoted himself for many years to the deepening of a
subject. His favorite themes are related to social and environmental changes. His work has
been exhibited worldwide and is part of different important collections. He has published
five books.
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